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ABSTRACT

This paper describes New Jersey's High School Proficiency Test (HSPT) in reading, one of three tests given to all eleventh graders as a state graduation requirement. Each reading passage represents one of four text types (narrative, informational, persuasive/argumentative, and workplace). Each passage is followed by multiple-choice items and at least one open-ended item, to measure literal (on-the-lines), inferential (between-the-lines), and applied or critical inferential (beyond-the-lines) comprehension. The author concludes that the test responds favorably to several criticisms leveled against standardized reading tests. By using longer text or intact passages drawn from published academic, literary, or institutional sources, the test reasonably reproduces the kinds of academic reading tasks regularly faced by students. However, by failing to separately measure content-specific comprehension, the test does not account for students' differential content schemata.
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The recent mass movement toward statewide standardized testing appears consistent with the charge of the National Commission on Excellence in Education back in 1983 that "standardized testing should be administered at major transition points from one level of school to another" (p.18). Bond & Roeber (1995) reported that all but two states (Iowa and Wyoming) have a statewide assessment in place or in development. Large-scale assessment is used for various purposes, including (1) comparing quality of schools and school districts, (2) measuring individual students' educational progress, and (3) stimulating educational reform.

Many states rely on commercially developed standardized reading tests as part of the assessment battery (Afflerbach, 1990). For example, Nevada and Arizona have used the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (Klein, 1995; Statewide Report, 1995) and New Mexico has used the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Statewide Articulated Assessment, 1995). However, critics argue that many standardized tests do not adequately assess reading competence in light of current reading theory and pedagogical approaches to reading that emphasize student construction of knowledge, reliance on background knowledge or schemata, and metacognition (Farr & Carey, 1986; Levande, 1993). Harker (1990), for instance, states that "standardized reading tests remain locked in a concept of reading which does not coincide with current knowledge of the reading process" and measure an "artificially fragmented and contrived construct of the reading process rather than the highly integrated interactive one which research repeatedly reveals reading to be" (p. 311). Valencia and Pearson (1987) elaborated on the discrepancy between new views of reading and how reading is measured. They noted that most reading tests

1. limit use of prior knowledge by requiring reading of short passages on many topics.
2. lack structural or topical integrity of a large text.
3. test literal comprehension rather than inference.
4. rely on multiple-choice items that disregard potential for distractor being a plausible correct answer, based on reader’s inference.
5. do not assess readers’ strategic approaches to text.
6. do not require reader to synthesize information from various parts of the text.
7. do not assess how well the reader asks (and answers) good questions about text.
8. do not assess reading habits and attitudes toward reading.
9. fragment reading and report scores of isolated skills.
10. do not assess fluency.
11. fail to assess application of knowledge.

Perhaps in response to such criticism, a growing number of states, forsaking reliance on commercially developed reading tests, have developed their own assessment measures (Afflerbach, 1990). One such state, New Jersey, works collaboratively with an outside vendor to produce ongoing editions of its statewide high school graduation test called the HSPT (High School Proficiency Test), which measures students in reading, writing, and mathematics. This paper will first describe the HSPT reading test and then discuss how well it has met the objections raised by Valencia and Pearson that standardized reading tests do not reflect current thinking about the reading process.

In 1995-96 the author spent seven days as a member of New Jersey’s reading content committee, reviewing passages and items for inclusion on upcoming reading tests. Findings presented are based on this participant-observer experience, as well as the New Jersey Department of Education’s Report of the Reading Committee (1990), Cycle 1 District Guidelines (1995), and the Reading Instructional Guide (1997).

**DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST**

**Background.** In 1988 New Jersey passed legislation moving its High School Proficiency Test (HSPT) from ninth grade to eleventh grade and mandated that, as a graduation requirement, all students entering high school on or after September 1, 1991
must pass the HSPT (New Jersey, 1995). Given to all eleventh graders except LEP (limited English proficient) and special education students, the HSPT reading test is one of three tests (reading, writing, mathematics) that must be passed. All eighth graders are given an Early Warning Test (EWT) to identify students at risk of failing the HSPT; school districts may develop local remedial or other instructional intervention programs to assist these at-risk students. Students who fail the HSPT may retake it later in the eleventh grade and again in the twelfth grade. Students in twelfth grade who meet all other state and local graduation standards but still have not passed all or part of the HSPT must be provided an alternative, untimed assessment (called SRA, Special Review Assessment) to exhibit mastery of HSPT competencies.

**Test Development Process.** The State Department of Education contracts with an outside vendor to first identify suitable reading passages and then draft test items in strict compliance with test standards developed by the Department (New Jersey, 1990). New passages and items are brought before a reading content committee, comprised of language arts specialists and business persons, to determine if passages and items adhere to test specifications. The committee neither rewrites nor edits items, but accepts or rejects with explanatory reasons. A representative from the external contractor sits in and takes extensive notes during the committee review. Passages and items must also be approved by a sensitivity review committee, comprised of administrators, teachers, and community representatives, to identify potential bias in tasks, statements, or situations presented. Passages and items accepted by both committees are then field tested for future use. Field test items do not count toward a student’s score. After field testing, the Department collects data on each test item. The reading content committee then determines that items meet the state’s standards for appropriate measurement characteristics. Once approved, the passages and items enter the pool of usable test questions.

**Text Type.** Each edition of the EWT and HSPT contains reading passages from each of four text types:

1) *Narrative Text*: text that tells a story
2) *Informational Text*: text that conveys information
3) **Persuasive/Argumentative Text**: text that is written primarily to convince readers to adopt the writer’s point of view.

4) **Everyday (EWT) and Workplace (HSPT) Text**: text that people encounter in work and in life. The major difference between everyday and workplace is that grade 8 text is usually school-related (school rules or procedures), while grade 11 text is usually work-related (job application, job search, insurance forms, workplace procedures).

After each text passage are a series of multiple-choice items, including one Knowledge About Reading item, and at least one open-ended item. All passages are expected to be age and grade appropriate, and sensitive to the multicultural nature of the student population. Each passage must possess features germane to specific subcluster skills enumerated for each text type. For example, a narrative text passage must possess strong characterization; influential setting; clear chronological plot; theme on both story-specific and general levels; vocabulary with adequate context clues; and literary devices, such as figurative language. Informational text must possess clear central purpose; major ideas and supporting ideas; structural clues or a visual aid; vocabulary with adequate context clues; and opportunity for future research/study. Persuasive/argumentative text must possess both facts and opinion; main idea and supporting details; an identifiable persuasive technique; use of analogies; vocabulary with adequate context clues; and use of comparison or contrast. Workplace text requires students to decide on an appropriate course of action based on information provided. Workplace text must allow opportunity for synthesizing information; classifying/organizing information; using patterns of sequencing; and extrapolating relevant information.

**Text Length and Readability.** Each text type must fall within strict parameters of length and readability. Narrative text must contain between 750-2000 words and possess readability in the 9-11 range. Informational text must contain between 700-2000 words and fall into the 8-11 readability range. Persuasive/argumentative text must contain 225-1500 words and possess readability in the 7-10 range, and workplace text must contain 100-500 words and fall into the 9-11 readability range. Readability is based on a readability formula supported by professional judgment.
Source of Text. Narrative text must come from published literary works not previously anthologized; follow a traditional chronological structure with beginning, middle, and end; and have a strong thematic focus. Narrative text may not be adapted but it may be excerpted. Typically narrative passages are high-quality short stories or novel excerpts. Informational text may be selected or adapted from previously published works and must demonstrate clear rhetorical organization reflecting sequence/chronological order, cause/effect, or comparison/contrast. Text must possess two or more levels of information with signals for structure (e.g., subheadings) or visual aid. Informational passages are drawn from textbooks, magazines, or newspapers. Persuasive/argumentative text may be selected or adapted from previously published works and must have a central focusing idea containing facts and opinion. Usually two opposing viewpoints are presented, identified as “Our View” and “Opposing View.” Newspaper editorials are a favorite source for persuasive/argumentative text. Workplace text may be selected or adapted from school, government, or business documents. Workplace text may also be addended with hypothetical information about individuals or groups to create simulated decision-making situations.

Task Complexity. The HSPT recognizes that reading comprehension occurs on more than one level; therefore, text passages must contain comprehension items designated as on-the-lines, between-the-lines, and beyond-the-lines. On-the-lines items measure literal comprehension, between-the-lines measure inferential comprehension, and beyond the lines measure applied or critical inferential comprehension. On a typical test, practically all the multiple-choice items are considered either between-the-lines or beyond-the-lines; for example, on the Fall 1994 administration there was only one item identified as on-the-lines (New Jersey, 1997, p. 4-3). The HSPT also recognizes that schema-activation is an important prerequisite to reading comprehension. Therefore, each reading passage includes with directions to students some prereading information or other schema-building activity. Further, because HSPT recognizes that a skilled reader uses a variety of metacognitive strategies to derive meaning, Knowledge About Reading items are used to test the metacognitive process. For example, a student may be asked, “Which of these experiences would most help the reader understand the story? (a) living
near woods that are close to a city, (b) knowing someone who was in the army, (c) preparing for a wedding, or (d) caring for someone without him/her knowing” (New Jersey, 1997, p. 7-81). Although scored, Knowledge About Reading items are not included in the overall reading score.

**Fixed and Open-Ended Responses.** Each of the four text passages is followed by 5-14 multiple-choice items and 1 (sometimes 2) open-ended items. Multiple-choice items retain a traditional format presenting a stem and four answer choices, one the keyed correct choice and the other three distractors. Each multiple-choice item is correlated with a specific subcluster skill. For example, to measure the Using Data Presented in Visual Form subcluster for informational text, a student may be asked, “What is the reason for using the clock graphic? (a) to show the circadian rhythms of the fruit fly, (b) to compare morning rhythms with afternoon rhythms, (c) to illustrate Isaac Edery’s personal body clock, or (d) to identify the times of day which are best for specific activities” (New Jersey, 1997, p. 7-105). To measure the Using Patterns of Sequencing to Accomplish a Given Task subcluster for workplace text, a student may be asked, “Pierre is planning on painting his house. To avoid improper disposal of leftover paint, the club recommends that he should first (a) carefully calculate the amount of paint needed, and only buy the calculated amount, (b) recycle the empty paint cans, (c) donate the leftover paint to the local theater group, or (d) store the leftover paint for future projects” (New Jersey, 1997, p. 7-135).

Open-ended responses following narrative, informational, and persuasive/argumentative text typically require the student to examine the importance of supporting information. For example, an open-ended item following persuasive/argumentative text may state, “The author of the Our View editorial presents several advantages of turning pro immediately after high school graduation. Identify two or more advantages. Explain why each of these advantages would benefit the athlete. Use information from the Our View editorial to support your answer” (New Jersey, 1997, p. 7-126). Open-ended responses following workplace text typically require the student to develop a course of action and explain its rationale. A sample open-ended item from workplace text reads, “To plan a successful campaign, the East Coast High School
Recycling Committee must make certain preparations for collecting the recyclable materials. Identify two tasks the committee members must do in order to collect the recyclable materials. Explain why each of these tasks is important to the campaign’s success. Use information from the text to support your answer” (New Jersey, 1997, p. 7-145).

Scoring Rubrics. The student’s response to an open-ended item is graded at score point 3 (beyond-the-lines), 2 (between-the-lines), 1 (on-the-lines), or 0. A generic scoring rubric has been developed to measure reading comprehension on open-ended items. In addition, for each open-ended item actually appearing on a test, a specific scoring rubric must be developed that identifies common elements evident at each score point. The specific rubric is first developed by the outside vendor and reviewed by the content committee. After field testing, the specific rubric is further refined by the content committee through a process called rangefinding. Samples of actual student responses are independently read and scored by committee members, who discuss their scoring and modify the specific rubric to reach consensus for standardized scoring. They create a set of “qualifying papers” identifying model 3, 2, 1, and 0 scores, to assist scorers hired and trained by the vendor.

Reporting Scores. Each multiple-choice item is worth one point and open-ended item three points. A student’s total raw score is converted to a scaled score (100 to 500), allowing comparisons across test administrations. A passing scaled score of 300 is required. Although passing is based on total score, score reports break down student performance by text type and level of comprehension.

Influence on Classroom Instruction. From the beginning, HSPT test specifications, sample passages, and items have been available to students, parents, teachers, and administrators (New Jersey, 1990). Because HSPT is a high-stakes graduation test, teachers are highly motivated to help students succeed. In one district, for instance, schoolwide intervention programs and individual classroom instruction incorporate practice on HSPT text types with attention to subcluster skills (Behrman, 1996). In May 1997 the Reading Instructional Guide was published "to assist classroom teachers as they continue to link the test specifications and format of the statewide
assessments...to their everyday classroom instructional practices” (New Jersey, 1997, p. 1-2). The testing process is seen as the culmination of classroom activities “to provide rich literacy experiences which will create lifelong readers” (p. 1-3). In coordination with statewide assessment, Core Curriculum Content Standards in Language Arts Literacy were approved by the State Board of Education in May 1996, to be supported by a Curriculum Framework, still under development (New Jersey, 1997, p. 1-2).

DISCUSSION

The HSPT goes a long way toward resolving several flaws of standardized reading tests identified by Valencia and Pearson. Rather than present numerous short passages, the test includes longer passages that allow the reader to draw upon prior knowledge (Issue 1). Although lacking the full structural or topical integrity of a complete textbook or novel, the passages, drawn from published academic, literary, or workplace sources, are sufficiently complete to provide the reader with a realistic approximation of an academic or practical reading assignment (Issue 2). The test places greater emphasis on inferential and critical inferential comprehension than on literal comprehension (Issue 3). Knowledge About Reading items, although not factored into the overall score, assess readers’ strategic approaches to text (Issue 5). Particularly on workplace passages, students must synthesize information from several parts of a text and restructure it to both immediate and more distant transfer tasks (Issue 6). The test reports a total reading comprehension score rather than reporting scores of isolated subskills, such as word analysis or vocabulary (Issue 9). Open-ended items, particularly on workplace passages, require students to apply what they have read to a problem-solving application task (Issue 11). Multiple-choice items identified as beyond-the-lines also attempt to measure application of knowledge.

On the other hand, HSPT does not directly respond to four of Valencia and Pearson’s issues. Issue 4 (plausible alternative correct answer) is always a concern when multiple-choice items are used. To reduce the possibility that a distractor may be a correct answer, the reading content committee rejects such items during the initial
review and the item-analysis review. Issue 7 (prediction strategies) is related to metacognition and could be measured as part of the Knowledge About Reading items. Issue 8 (attitude to reading) seems more related to how the reader approaches the comprehension activity rather than how well, and therefore may not be an appropriate area for summative evaluation. Issue 10 (fluency) sounds like the subskill of word recognition and seems at odds with Valencia and Pearson's position that we should not report performance on these subskills.

Although the HSPT may be considered a laudable first-generation effort at aligning reading assessment with current knowledge about reading, it still must address several underlying weaknesses. By allowing the contractor to excerpt or adapt published works, HSPT may minimally or extensively reduce task authenticity, since students in the “real world” read intact text as it appears in textbooks, novels, magazines, newspapers, or institutional documents. Task authenticity is further reduced by an overly strict adherence to formulaic rhetorical patterns, eliminating the need for students to adjust textual schemata to fit a new rhetorical approach, such as recognizing that a narrative contains an ending-beginning-middle sequence rather than beginning-middle-end. In assigning levels of task complexity to individual items, there is a tendency to overinflate the level of complexity. Often, items whose answers may be found explicitly in the text are classified as inferential (between the lines) rather than literal (on the lines), giving the appearance that the test taps higher-order thinking than it actually does. The open-ended items do create highly authentic tasks but should be expanded, as the balance of multiple-choice items is still extremely heavy: on a typical test, of 48-50 raw score points, only 12-15 points are derived from open-ended items.

Most problematic, however, is HSPT’s failure to recognize or account for students’ differential content schemata. Reading research, drawn primarily from studies of gender difference, suggests that reading comprehension is highly content-specific (Behrman, 1994). For example, females tend to underperform males on science-related comprehension (American College Testing Program, 1988; Doolittle & Welsh, 1989; Lawrence, Curley, & McHale, 1988; Wendler & Carlton, 1987). While HSPT narrative text is always drawn from a literary source, and workplace text from school, government,
or business documents, there are no parameters for the subject-area sources of informational and persuasive-argumentative passages. On one edition of HSPT, both informational and persuasive-argumentative text may be drawn from civics; on the next, both may be drawn from biological science; on a third, one from economics and one from technology; and so on. Until HSPT controls this variability in content sources of informational and persuasive-argumentative text, it is not known what reading comprehension the test actually measures. At a minimum, the test should measure comprehension of informational text in each of three general content areas (humanities, social studies, and science), and should consistently present the same content area for persuasive-argumentative text.

Despite these limitations, HSPT has had a significant impact on classroom instruction, even in the absence of state content standards. To prepare for the test, students are taught how to read “between the lines” and “beyond the lines” and how to write responses to open-ended items demonstrating critical inferential thinking, in accordance with the generic scoring rubric. While some critics may argue that such “teaching to the test” detracts from other meaningful classroom activities, “teaching to the test” is an appropriate use of class time so long as the test is a valid measure of important educational objectives. To the extent that HSPT presents tasks consistent with real-life academic and workplace reading demands, and fosters higher-order thinking skills, such instructional practices do not seem misplaced.
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